Mobile Security Solutions
Enterprises are opening up secure access to internal resources by integrating their EMM
(enterprise mobility management) solution to Active Directory, Exchange and SharePoint.
Leading enterprises are also proactively managing their apps, integrating with certificate
services and deploying Single Sign-On. This evolution requires specialist skills and experience.
Most enterprises are opening up secure access to enterprise resources by integrating their EMM solution in Active
Directory, Exchange and SharePoint.
Leading enterprises are also proactively managing their apps, addressing file sharing and identity management. This
requires new skills and a new approach to IT service management.
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Tiered Trust Model
Finding the right balance between security, cost and user experience is difficult and a different approach may be
required for different groups of users. We can help design a tiered trust model with the appropriate layers of security
for each use-case. This will apply the necessary controls to those working with sensitive information and avoid overinvesting in security for users with light security requirements.

Additional Security
EMM platforms have evolved significantly over the years but even the best EMM platform can’t address all security
requirements. Mobile Mentor provides additional services or end-point protection, two-factor authentication and
mobile threat management.

End-To-End Solution
Mobile Mentor can manage an EMM deployment from beginning to end, including mobile policy design, technical
design, implementation, integration with network resources, user enrolment, on-site support and complete
maintenance of the EMM platform.
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There are many vendors in the EMM marketplace and
Mobile Mentor always partners with the leaders:
AirWatch, MobileIron, Microsoft and Citrix.
Our engineering team has achieved the highest levels
of technical certification and performed many
large and complex deployments.
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What Can Mobile Mentor Do For Me?
	Mobile security assessment
Design a tiered trust model
EMM design & network integration
Provide a government-approved EMM

Secure your mobile environment
by partnering with Mobile Mentor
Our People
Mobile Mentor is 100% focused on enterprise
mobility. Our people are passionate about all
things mobile and they provide our clients with
depth and experience.

Leverage Apple’s Device Enrolment Program

Our Experience

Identify and mitigate mobile threats

Mobile Mentor has 13 years experience on the
frontline of enterprise mobility and we have
empowered 1 million people.

Support and maintain my EMM infrastructure

Our Partners
Mobile Mentor has the highest level of technical
certification from the 4 global leaders in EMM:
Microsoft, Citrix, MobileIron and AirWatch.

Customers
Mobile Mentor is trusted by the largest healthcare, transport, forestry and government agencies.
Our clients rely on us for app development, security solutions and mobility management.

Some of the clients we are proud to work with include:
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